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Cape Chatter
The battle for Mount Tamboritha ...
The Cape lies on the ‘high energy’ Bunurong Coast of Victoria and when the winter south westerly
weather systems hit, you know it is going to be cold and very windy. There is no large land mass between Antarctica and Cape Paterson and when these systems build up in the mighty Southern Ocean,
they hit pretty hard. However, despite the cold, windy and gloomy conditions here over the past week
or so (squalls, hail and sideways rain!) there have been some interesting territorial battles witnessed in
the home garden, especially among our native honeyeater bird species—from the smallest to the largest!

One particular altercation that caught my attention was between a Little Wattlebird (lying in ambush, above left) and a tiny Eastern
Spinebill (above right) in a beautiful ground covering native Grevillea, ‘Mount Tamboritha’. Despite the gloom of winter, the flowers
on this little beauty provide a warming and colourful bright spot in the garden … and it also very attractive for our nectar feeding honeyeaters this time of the year when nectar is in short supply. The winter migrant Spinebill has arrived over the past few
days in our garden and this is one of its most popular plants, but it also happens to lie within the territorial grounds of the Little
Wattlebird, who in turn is having to fight off an even larger Red Wattlebird which is also very territorial - so mayhem, fun and
games have been the order of the day! But for these birds, this is very normal behaviour requiring lots of energy to protect their
territory of their favourite ‘liquid superfood’—nectar.
Honeyeaters are noisy and very pugnacious—and extremely active in defending their territory by chasing away other honeyeaters
who try to muscle in on their nectar supply. The bigger honeyeaters are usually seen as the most active in defending their territory, but other medium sized and common local species such as New Holland Honeyeaters are also pretty aggressive—so this little
Spinebill has its work cut out getting a feed. They are ready to retreat into cover when the others come after them—so they are
extremely quick and agile, but sometimes they are so focussed on feeding, you can get quite close to them and admire their
beauty!
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The Eastern Spinebill ...
The Eastern Spinebill is one of Australia’s smallest honeyeaters—weighing in around 12 grams. It’s long, slender down-curved bill is
specially designed to extract nectar from flowers on heathy plants, so often it will be seen with pollen on its bill and face. But like
most honeyeaters, it will also feed on insects and spiders. It predominantly lives in the higher country of south east Australia in wet
forests but in winter it retreats to lower ground., hence it’s presence currently along the coast and at The Cape, so in that sense it is
a migratory bird.

The adults look similar in appearance, the main difference being
the colour of the crown on the head—the male has a black
crown and the female’s is more olive-grey. The bird pictured
above is a male. Last year, around the same time, a female was
seen in the same Grevillea (pictured left). The male photographed
today was in the company of another bird which I suspect was a
female. They are stunning little birds and a delight to see—so
get some Mount Tamboritha’s Grevillea into your garden and wait
for these little beauties to arrive and entertain you.

The Eastern Spinebill has a Western Australian cousin, named
appropriately, the Western Spinebill. They are very similar in appearance from a distance, but the ‘Western’ is a slightly smaller
bird. It is concentrated in the south west of Western Australia
and feeds on nectar producing flowers in the same method as
its ‘Eastern’ counterpart. A male ‘Western’ is pictured right. Can
you spot the difference?
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Other Honeyeaters around The Cape ...
There are 76 Honeyeater (from the family Meliphagidae) species in Australia and they are the largest family of Australian passerines
(songbirds with three forward and one hind toe enabling the foot to lock onto a perching object). Many of the honeyeater species
are concentrated in the northern parts of Australia. So what have we seen here at The Cape over the past three years since Chatter
began observations?
Starting with the larger and more common species ….

Red Wattlebird
The largest of our Honeyeaters and
about ten times heavier than the
little Spinebill. It is noticeable by
it’s red/pink skin flap on the side
of it’s head (this is the wattle after
which it is named—not because
it feeds on wattle/acacia). It is
also has a patch of yellow plumage on the belly. It has a loud
guttural call usually performed on
the top of a shrub/tree with its
head thrust backwards and upwards. This is a bird with attitude
and it is often seen in pursuit of
smaller birds with much gusto
and bill clapping. Although migratory, they are seen around
The Cape most of the year.

Little Wattlebird
Slightly smaller that the ‘Red’ but very similar in behaviour so it is easy to confuse the two when observing. The main difference is
the lack of the red wattle (in fact, it does not have a wattle/skin flap at all – go figure - and no yellow belly. The more distinguishable features are the silvery patch along the side of the neck and the fine white streaks on the body which at times look like the shape
of pen quills. Again, they are nomadic, but we see them most of the year at The Cape chasing nectar sources, particularly among
Coastal Banksia, Grevillea and Melaleuca. They particularly love the Coastal Wooly Bush and Kangaroo Paws in our garden where they feed
on nectar from the small red flowers, but they also glean insects and spiders.
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The small to medium sized Honeyeaters …
We have recorded another five species of small to medium sized honeyeaters around The Cape to date. One, the New Holland Honeyeater, is like the Wattlebirds in that it is generally around all year but its numbers do fluctuate and they are at their peak in the warmer
months. Another warmer weather species is the Yellow-faced Honeyeater, but over winter, most migrate away from the cold and head
north to the warmer south east Queensland in a mass migration. Conversely, our winter honeyeater migrants appear and they include
the White-eared Honeyeater and the lovely Crescent Honeyeater, a common bird in Tasmania but less common on the mainland. And finally, an infrequent visitor when the time and food is right at The Cape, is the White-fronted Chat.

Clockwise from top left: The New Holland Honeyeater, Yellow-faced Honeyeater, White-eared Honeyeater, male and female
White-fronted Chat, and finally, an immature Crescent Honeyeater. All these birds, less the Chat, have been observed in
our home garden (which is just under three years old) … so
a well designed garden will attract these birds allowing you
to enjoy a closer look.
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World Oceans Day 2022 is the 8th June ...
Our oceans cover 70 per cent of the Earth and supports life as we know it.
Every second breath we take comes from the oceans.
Our oceans feed billions of people.
Our oceans hosts 80 per cent of the world’s biodiversity.

Take Three for the Sea … https://www.take3.org/

The Cape estate

Marine Stewardship Council …
https://www.msc.org/en-au/what-you-cando/campaign-for-change/world-oceansday/our-ocean

But our oceans are in crisis from the effects
of climate change, over-fishing, by-catch and
pollution from abandoned fishing nets and
plastics.

A Shy Albatross, seen locally, is vulnerable to extinction.

Do you bit by eating only sustainably caught seafood, reduce
your use of plastics, pick up rubbish if you see it—especially
on our beaches and in our waterways—and help protect
what we have now before it becomes too late.

The Common Dolphin is seen along our Bunurong Coast.
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A puzzle down by the sea??
I occasionally get asked what those big brown birds are along the Cape Paterson surf beaches. You often see them gliding beside
the cliffs and hanging about on the beaches. They are the Pacific Gull one of three gull species in Australia, the other being the very
common Silver Gull and the less common Kelp Gull (yet to be recorded in our patch of The Cape) which looks very similar to the
Pacific. Interestingly, it takes at three years for the juvenile Pacific Gull to reach the stunning white and black adult plumage.

Despite their common presence along the
Bunurong Coast, the Pacific Gull is considered a near-threatened species in Victoria.
Clockwise from top left: You can see the transformation of the
Pacific Gull’s plumage from the juvenile to adult bird. First the juvenile (predominantly brown with a black bill); first year bird with
scaled brown back and wings with an off-white/pinkish bill with
black tips); second to third year bird (some yellowing of the bill
and mottled brown and white feathers and darker wings); and finally the adult (clean white body with black wings and yellow bill
with striking red tips).
As a comparison, the Kelp Gull (pictured right) is quite similar with
just a couple of slight, yet obvious differences—red tip on the
lower bill only and some white spots on the tail.

Coping with the cold and wintry weather ...
The Cape’s Eastern Grey Kangaroo mob gets on with life in this cold weather, while we snuggle up in our ‘warm and sustainable’
homes! I think they are tougher than us!!
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The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced
by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can subscribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting
https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also
contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the
ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape.
All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David
Hartney unless otherwise credited.
Feel free to contact David by email or through the website
to report any nature observations at The Cape.

Email: dwhartney@bigpond.com
The Cape is on the traditional land of the
Bunurong people

capechatter.com

